
RECIPE 

32 FlAG DAY 
Grid:6x6 

(4) plain 

squares 

in navy 


(4) diagonal stripe 
units inorange 

(1) plain square (4) plain squares in 
in white medium neutral 



NAVY FABRIC 

(4) 2'l'." squares (plain) 
diagonal stripe units (see page 151). 

CUTTING 
WHITE FABRIC 

(1) 2W' square (center) 
(8) 3%" squares (diagonal stripe) 

ORANGE FABRIC 

(4) 5%" squares (diagonal stripe) 

MEDIUM NEUTRAL FABRIC 

(4) 2'l'." squares (plain) 

MAKE IT 
• Use a scant W'seam allowance 

1. Construct 4 orange/white 

2. Stitch each navy square to a 

medium neutral square, and press 

toward the navy. 

3. Stitch the units into 3 rows, 

pressing away from the navy. Join 

the rows and press. 



CURVE 
Although making these curved units seems challenging at first due to the fabric gathers in the top (concave) piece, 

the %" seam is stitched like any other. With the fabrics right sides together and the wedge shape on the bottom, 

align and pin the center and outside edge points , then use your fingers to ease the remaining edges together and 

pin. For a smooth seam, stitch slowly and smooth out any puckers or folds that may develop in the needle's path. 
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D I AGO N A L D I A M 0 N D fromfoundation paper pieced triangle units 
To construct this unit, create two pieced triangular sections using the foundation paper piecing method described 

on page 158, and Template C on page 171. Trim both sections around the perimeter, remove the paper. and stitch 

them together along the long edge. 

DIAGONAL STRIPE 
Use the draw, stitch & flip method on two opposite corners of a square to create a simple, customizable diagonal 

stripe unit. The larger the corner squares are, in relation to the large square, the narrower the stripe will be. 

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 151 


